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Welcome to Knight Frank Wimbledon
The Wimbledon Estate Agents, Knight Frank, handle a variety of residential property for both sale and rental, in an area covering 
Wimbledon Village, Wimbledon Town, Wimbledon Park (all SW19), West Wimbledon (SW20), Southfields (SW18), Coombe (KT2) and 
Putney Heath (SW15).

Search for properties in Wimbledon

For Sale Sold Property

Houses and flats for sale in Wimbledon 

Knight Frank in Wimbledon Village offer some of the most impressive houses, family homes, flats and development plots for sale in the 
Wimbledon, Coombe and Putney Heath areas. The Wimbledon area is well known for its beautiful houses which, in general, have much 
more lateral space and much larger gardens than found in more central London locations. View all our properties for sale in Wimbledon.

Wimbledon Village is a village within London with the wide open spaces of Wimbledon Common on the doorstep.  With an excellent 
and regular train service into Waterloo station, the area is very popular with people who commute into central London.  Flats and 
houses for both sale and rent are very popular in all the locations we cover, whether for first time buyers, families moving to be close to 
the excellent schooling in the area or upsizing or downsizing within this fabulous area.

Living in Wimbledon
Set among handsome period buildings and open spaces, Wimbledon Village is unique to London.

It’s blend of chic shops, cafes and bars, excellent amenities, and top-end private and state schools, make the area very popular for families.

Transport links to central London are one of Wimbledon’s best kept secrets with around 13 trains per hour going into Waterloo (16 
minutes).  We also have the District and Northern line stations which makes travel to all parts of London very easy.  The A3 road is 
1.5 miles out of Wimbledon with access to central London and the M25 motorway, making travel to Gatwick and Heathrow airports 
relatively simple.

Often referred to as SW19, this leafy area of London has a distinct, relaxed atmosphere and is perhaps best known for one of the 
world’s top sporting events; The Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Championships.

Wimbledon completes an important link with its neighbouring offices in Wandsworth, Clapham, Barnes and Richmond; which combine 
to provide unrivalled knowledge of the south London property market.


